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Keeping
books so
we can give
them away
L AU R I E H E R T Z E L

We had a friend over for
dinner the other night. Even
though we are all fully vaccinated, it felt a little risky, but
this was a rare balmy November evening and so we sat on
the drafty three-season porch
for a while and then moved
in by the fire, with a window
cracked.
My husband and I had done
the requisite tidying up —
dusting, vacuuming, clearing
all of my junk and computer
and papers off the dining room
table. But I can’t do anything
about the books. They are
everywhere, and all I can hope
is that they sort of blend into
the landscape.
Our bookshelves are
crammed full, with new
additions lying horizontally across the tops of those
already shelved. The rest are
on the floor. I make the piles
as neat as possible, shove them
against the wall, hope nobody
stumbles over them.
Books make a house a home,
don’t they? In which case our
house is as homey as it gets.
As we hunker down for a
long Minnesota winter, I like to
think the thousands of books
help insulate us from the cold.
And yet sometimes I wonder
why I keep them. What possible purpose is served by
hanging onto 40-year-old
books that I haven’t cracked
in decades?
Of course I have my reasons.
• I haven’t read them all. It’s
very hard to give away a book
I haven’t yet read.
• I am nostalgic, and sometimes I need to re-read something at a moment’s notice. I
went on a sentimental bender
earlier this fall, reading
beloved novels of my youth
by Noel Streatfeild (she wrote
the “Shoes” books) and John
Verney. You know that feeling — COVID and politics and
everything else was getting to
be too much, and I needed
something to read at night
that would make me feel better. I already owned most of
them, so I hopped online and
bought the rest, and I can only
hope that a similar impulse
hits again in a few decades. If
it does, I’ll be ready.
• I keep multiple copies
of books I love so that I can
give them away. It’s why, for
instance, I have two copies of
Louise Erdrich’s new novel,
“The Sentence.” I’ll keep the
autographed copy forever, but
the other one? Someday someone will come over for dinner,
we’ll get to talking, the book
will come up — and voilà! I
will pull it off the shelf and
hand it over. This is something
I love to do.
• I keep books because
just looking at them, just seeing their spines lined up on
shelves, makes me happy.
Books represent possibilities
of so many kinds. Anytime I
want to, I can take that copy
of “Hamnet” off the shelf
and jump into Shakespeare’s
world. Anytime I want to, I
can pull down “A Short Walk
in the Hindu Kush” and be in
the Afghan mountains with
the great Eric Newby and his
dry, self-deprecating wit.
That night in early November, our dinner went well.
We talked late into the night
about a lot of things in a rambling way, including what we
were reading now and what
we wished to read. When the
evening was over, our friend
left with two books.
Why do you keep books?
Conversely, why do you not
keep books? Write me at
books@startribune.com and
include your name and city.
I’ll write about this again.
Laurie Hertzel is senior

Woody Guthrie titled and indexed many of his notebooks.

Woody Guthrie’s
American chorus
This lovingly curated volume of song lyrics, photos and other
ephemera will introduce the singer to a whole new generation.

NONFICTION:

By CHARLIE MAGUIRE
Special to the Star Tribune

Sitting on the front porch of our farmhouse
outside of Buffalo, N.Y., in 1964, I played and
sang Woody Guthrie’s signature song, “This
Land Is Your Land,” over and over. He was
from rural Oklahoma, and I felt an instant
kinship with his work-a-day tunes and familial personality.
Woodrow Wilson Guthrie (1912-1967),
already the subject of a couple of solid biographies, proudly wore the tattered and patched
social fabric of the United States in the 1930s
and ’40s. His wry, prophetic songs of the Dust
Bowl and hard traveling hit home with marginalized rural and urban audiences, and still
do to this day.
His output in a variety of media was nonstop, and the persistent myth of being an awshucks hobo singer belied his true talents and
artistic successes. In actuality, by age 30 he
had been signed by a major label (RCA Victor), poured out a book-length account of his
life in “Bound for Glory,” and later proved he
could hold up his end of a conversation with
Albert Einstein.
Weighing in at more than 4 pounds,
“Woody Guthrie: Songs and Art, Words and
Wisdom” by Nora Guthrie and Robert Santelli
reveals a hip social media feeling inside, tracing Woody’s life and work, including hand-

Woody Guthrie:
Songs and Art,
Words and Wisdom
By: Nora Guthrie and
Robert Santelli.
Publisher: Chronicle
Books, 340 pages, $40.

fuls of original lyrics (many shown actual
size) never before published. The classics
like “This Land” are here, too, sporting rips,
stains and inky notes in Guthrie’s hand, lovingly reproduced. Throw in some ephemera
and revealing photographs (a nude Woody,
and Arthur Dubinsky’s seldom-seen pictures) and this book may introduce Guthrie
to a new generation seeking to sound off on
the present condition of the American Spirit.
Woody’s daughter Nora, who has safeguarded and overseen her father’s papers
most of her working life, brings a clear-eyed
and touching vision of her father throughout. Nora’s daughter, Anna Canoni, joins her
mother and grandmother Marjorie M. Guthrie (who originally saved almost everything
here) as a highly praised third-generation
Guthrie-woman archivist.
Co-author Robert Santelli, who gets credit
for pitching the idea of this lush cornucopia,
paces the story and rounds up short essays,

a poem and an interview from 21st-century
voices, including performers Arlo Guthrie,
Rosanne Cash and Ani DiFranco, as well as
historian David Brinkley and actor Jeff Daniels.
Daniels comments that Woody acted out
the characters in his songs. Nora Guthrie, in
the longest piece, recalls a desperately difficult family discussion after Woody’s diagnosis of Huntington’s disease, for which there
was no cure or treatment. Knowing at 40
that he would never live a normal life outside of a state hospital, Woody and family
collectively made the decision to end the marriage in order to foster the future possibility
of another “father figure in the house.”
And there were “a few,” Nora writes,
but with each relationship before and after
Woody’s death, she recalled her mother saying to would-be suitors: “You are marrying
both of us, me and Woody.”
In this substantial book, that same sentiment echoes throughout. Woody’s trusty
voice has indeed traveled far and faithfully in
common chorus with Americans and people
around the world, along with what he made
for you and me.
Charlie Maguire is a folk performer and songwriter.
He’s written about and produced numerous concerts
and an album celebrating Woody Guthrie. He lives in
Minneapolis.

A life-changing journey into the exotic unknown
Alone and out of touch on the
Galapagos during the COVID-19
lockdown, a young woman
reconsiders her life.
By CYNTHIA DICKISON
cindy.dickison@startribune.com

March 13, 2020. The first words of
Jodi Picoult’s novel strike dread, or at
least trepidation. Do we really want
to relive those disorienting, soulcrushing first days of the shutdown
felt around the world?
“Wish You Were Here” doesn’t shy
away from the devastation of COVID19 — but it’s simply the springboard,
born of Picoult’s enforced isolation,
for a tale of self-discovery. The aforementioned date of infamy is the day
Diana O’Toole’s boyfriend, Finn,
informs her that as a New York City
doctor, he can’t possibly take their
planned getaway to the Galapagos
Islands. But “you should still go,” he
tells her, words that will haunt.

Whether this is a good idea is
largely ignored. And so Diana jets off
the next day, leaving behind Finn, her
ailing mother and her job as a rising
star at Sotheby’s. Maybe the journey
to the exotic unknown will help gloss
over her failure to procure a coveted
Toulouse-Lautrec from the enigmatic
Kotomi Ito (who bears more than a
passing likeness to a certain musician
who broke up the Beatles).
Exotic and remote it may be, but
the Galapagos is in the throes of lockdown, as well. Travel-weary Diana
is greeted by a deserted landscape;
her luggage lost, her hotel shuttered,
no ATM or Wi-Fi or cell signal. It’s
only through the kindness of an old
woman, Abuela — grandmother —
that she finds a bit of sustenance and
a bed for the night.
Nights turn into weeks turn into
months. With no way to leave, Diana
finds a home in this quiet paradise
with Abuela, her grandson Gabriel
and great-granddaughter Beatriz,
who overcome their initial resent-

Wish You
Were Here
By: Jodi Picoult.
Publisher:
Ballantine Books,
338 pages, $28.99.

ment to warm to her in quite different ways. For the teenage Beatriz it is
finding a mother surrogate to unburden herself on matters of family, art,
love and sex. For Gabriel, a tour guide
with no one to guide, it’s gratitude on
his daughter’s behalf — and also, sex.
Oh, and Finn? The e-mails that
straggle through are litanies of the
wreckage he’s seeing every day,
interspersed with guilt and remorse
at their separation. Diana’s attempts
to reach him — by text, e-mail, even
postcard — are desperate at first,
more sporadic as the days tick by.
Is it possible she’s found everything
she needs? “In a strange way, being
stripped of everything — my job, my
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significant other, even my clothing
and my language — has left only the
essential part of me,” she muses.
But return she must, in a most
unusual manner. As the ravages of
COVID hit close to home, Diana can’t
shake the memories of the islands and
doesn’t really want to. How can she
return to the business of selling art,
after discovering that she is herself
an artist? How can she marry Finn,
after her profound connection with
Gabriel?
Picoult abandons her usual stylistic tricks — except for one big one
— and it makes for a satisfying and
thought-provoking narrative of a
woman whose entire ecosystem has
shifted. The truth of Diana’s story is
revealed in her heart-to-heart with
her new young confidante. “I have
to go back to real life sometime,”
she says. To which Beatriz responds
wistfully, “For a while, didn’t this feel
real?”
Cynthia Dickison is a Star Tribune designer.

